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Nightmares can’t really hurt you… can they? An evil from beyond the stars haunts a young boy and his father at Roswell Airbase.
The survivors of a sunken warship take refuge on a deserted island, and discover they are not alone. And terror checks in at an
old motel, when a vacationing family finds themselves trapped in an ancient curse… Scare Street journeys into the night to bring
you a new volume of skin-crawling terror. This macabre collection contains thirteen chilling tales of supernatural horror. And each
story will sweep you away to a world of dark dreams and fantastical nightmares… Some believe that if you see yourself die in your
dreams, then your heart will stop. But that’s just an old wives’ tale, isn’t it? After all, the icy chill of death lurks within every story
in this ghastly tome. And your heart hasn’t stopped yet. In fact, with each turn of the page, you can hear it beating faster and
faster… This bone-chilling supernatural collection contains: 1. Live Bait by Jude Reid 2. The Hungry Worm by Michael D. Nye 3.
The Magician Needs a Volunteer by Matt Brandenburg 4. Lab Incident, 1947 by Martin Zeigler 5. A House Divided by M. B.
Vujacic 6. Sundown and Shadows by Michelle Tang 7. The Old Coach Inn by Kris Ashton 8. Ashes to Ashes by Robert Douglas 9.
Folie-a-Deux by Gina Easton 10. Do Something Funny by Clark Boyd 11. Fertile Soil by Brian Sperl 12. Night Dive by Drew
Starling 13. Home Sick by Ron Ripley
13 NightmaresAn Anthology of Horror and Dark FictionCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
A collection of tales to scare. Let the cold fingers of horror brush lightly across the nape of your neck, as your eyes drift to dark
corners filled with moving shadows. Three scary stories of ordinary people in a world where nothing is ever quite what it seems.
For Readers Aged 13+ This anthology includes: The Girl in Room Thirteen Viral (A Horror Story) SPAM (A Horror Story)
A collection of tales to scare. Let the cold fingers of horror brush lightly across the nape of your neck, as your eyes drift to dark
corners filled with moving shadows. Three scary stories of ordinary people in a world where nothing is ever quite what it seems.
This collection includes: The Invisible Girl in Room Thirteen: What secret is the girl in room thirteen hiding? Murder Gone Viral:
Richard would do anything for internet fame - even sell his soul... Chain Letter: When Marlene thinks the chain letter, she receives
in her inbox, is just random spam, she is so wrong!
From the author of "Gated I & II" "Abra-Cadaver" &"Asylum - 13 Tales of Terror" an Amazon Horror/Anthology Chart #1 comes a
new horror collection, 10 full length short stories of terror and the macabre."Matt Drabble has come out with another winner. Ten
terrifying tales guaranteed to make you shudder 5/5" HORROR NOVEL REVIEWS"Guaranteed to keep you awake at night, while
fully entertaining you during daylight hours. 5 Stars" READERS' FAVORITE"Matt Drabble delivers the must have UK collection of
2013" SCARY MINDSFrom the painted faces of a child's nightmare to discovering what we really put in our bodies in the name of
health. Here are 10 tales to read with the light on.TALE #1 - "Roll up, Roll up"TALE #2 - "Late Shift"TALE #3 - "You call that
music?"TALE #4 - "Whose face is this anyway?"TALE #5 - "Pink Bow"TALE #6 - "Careful what you wish for"TALE #7 - "Recycling
can be hazardous"TALE #8 - "Mommy's little soldier"TALE #9 - "Trick or Treat"TALE #10 - "You are what you eat"
From the author of the UK Amazon Horror Chart #4 hit "Gated" comes the Amazon UK & US Horror/Anthology Chart #1 bestseller
& also voted #5 on The Horror Novel Review's Top 10 Books of 2013"Matt Drabble, has created thirteen haunting short stories
that leave you with a chill..." SAGE ADDERLEY"Matt Drabble is nothing short of a genius when it comes to painting a picture of his
characters and the scenes of his stories...I am usually not a big reader, but this novel was sensational! I started reading and
couldn't stop..." LITTLE BLOG OF HORROR"Consistently very, very strong and it's got one of the finer wraparound tales you'll
spot in recent release... Like Stephen King, or Clive Barker, there's simply no telling what the man will deliver in a package of this
nature..." HORROR NOVEL REVIEWS"This was one freaky ride...The stories are surprisingly creative and I would often find
myself wishing to read faster to get to the twist at the end of each story..."THE AMBER DIARIES"Matt does it again with these
mind blowing shorts about Blackwater Heights. Allow him to stand the hair on the back of your neck on end and keep it that way
until the very end of the book..." EKINDLE REVIEWS.COM"Turn down the lights, turn off the TV and cuddle up with these stories
tonight - talk about being afraid of the dark!" BOOK FIDELITY"It takes skill to make the short story format work and Matt Drabble
has mastered it as he is able to establish both character and story in a matter of pages while conveying a sense of horror and
terror" REELYBORED.COMBlackwater Heights is a building with a long dark history, some of it is well known but more is
shrouded in myth and legend. None more so than that of its founding father Horace Whisker.Martin Parcell is an ex-journalist with
shattered dreams of an author's career. Sidelined through a car crash's injuries, he finds himself forced through governmental
austerity measures having to take a custodians position at a private mental health hospital. A writer with undoubted talent, but an
author without a story.He begins his new job deep in depression and drowning under waves of his lost dreams. On his first night
he meets Jimmy, his elderly supervisor who has spent most of his life within the hospital walls. Jimmy is nearing retirement age
and desperate to rest his weary bones. Jimmy offers Martin a way out for both of them, access to the background histories and
stories of the hospital's patients. A collection of 13 tales from the darkly disturbed minds of the residents of Blackwater Heights.As
the long night unwinds, Martin finds himself deeply troubled as the tales unfold before him and threaten to drag him down into their
insanity.
Crime Fiction/Horror Fiction Anthology
Warning: This book contains graphic descriptions of violence and disturbing imagery, and may trigger past traumatic events. Read
at your own risk. What if insanity wasn't a condition? What if it was a consciousness? An uncaring entity that can infect the hearts
and minds of anyone at anytime?Insanity is a horror anthology of 13 interlocking, bone-chilling tales of innocent lives being
claimed in the name of the eternal sentience of insanity. It feeds on terror, and it hungers for you. This is one book you will be too
terrified to put down. Will you be safe? Can you escape the Insanity?

13 Nightmares is an Anthology Of Horror and Dark Fiction all written by Self-Published Author Amy Burdick. Titles
included: Beast Of The Sea, The House Of Evil, Haunted Honeymoon, The Storm, Woke Up In Hell, The Fish, The
Middle World, The Box, My Last Day Alive, Trick Or Treat, Ghost With A Grudge, The Evil Ones, and Vengeful Spirit. Are
you ready to never sleep again?
Nightfall is the prime time for terror… In the jungles of Vietnam, Hell on earth awaits a troop of unsuspecting GIs. A greedy
gravedigger faces deadly repercussions for stealing from the dead. And love comes with a terrible price when a lonely
woman turns to a witch to fulfill her heart’s desires… Plunge into darkness with Scare Street’s new collection of bonechilling terror. This demonic volume contains thirteen sinister tales of supernatural horror. Enough to keep you reading
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into the darkest hours of the night. Things look different in the moonlight. The branches of a tree become a monster’s
claws. The shadows around your window seem like wraiths, rising from the underworld. And the space beneath your bed
becomes the perfect spot for a snarling beast to hide… But don’t worry. Soon the sun will rise, and everything will go back
to normal. Assuming you make it through the night… This collection contains: 1. Search and Destroy by Richard
Beauchamp 2. As Seen from Above by Dustin Walker 3. The Gravedigger by Daniel J. Bickley 4. Cuckoo, Cherry Tree by
R.G. Evans 5. The Sanction by Damir Salkovic 6. The Old Man's Neighbor by Gordon Dunleavy 7. The Witch of the
Woods by Jamie Zaccaria 8. ?suzumebachi by Matthew McKiernan 9. With Lying Tongues, With Words of Hatred by
Spencer Koelle 10. Silver Maples by Tim Jeffreys 11. The Strange Journey of James Booth by Justin Boote 12. The
Summer with No Tourists by Alethea Avery 13. Children's Home by Ron Ripley
This unique collection of the greatest mysterious dark tales, supernatural stories & horror classics has been designed
and formatted to the highest digital standards. Get ready to be spooked and thrilled by the greatest master story-tellers:
Ghost Stories: Thrawn Janet (Robert Louis Stevenson) The Horla (Guy de Maupassant) To Sura: A Letter (Pliny the
Younger) . . . The Man Who Went Too Far (E.F. Benson) The Phantom Rickshaw (Rudyard Kipling) The Apparition of
Mrs. Veal (Daniel Defoe) The Damned Thing (Ambrose Bierce) . . . The Deserted House (E. T. A. Hoffmann) The
Withered Arm (Thomas Hardy) The House and the Brain (Lord Edward Bulwer-Lytton) The Roll-Call of the Reef (A. T.
Quiller-Couch) The Open Door (Mrs. Margaret Oliphant) . . . Paranormal Psychic Stories: When the World Was Young
(Jack London) Joseph—A Story (Katherine Rickford) Ligeia (Edgar Allan Poe) A Ghost (Lafcadio Hearn) The Eyes of the
Panther (Ambrose Bierce) Photographing Invisible Beings (William T. Stead) The Sin-Eater (Fiona Macleod) . . .
Suspense Stories: The Birth Mark (Nathaniel Hawthorne) The Oblong Box (Edgar Allan Poe) A Terribly Strange Bed
(Wilkie Collins) The Torture by Hope (Villiers de l'Isle Adam) The Mysterious Card (Cleveland Moffett) . . . Humorous
Paranormal Stories: The Secret of Goresthorpe Grange (A. Conan Doyle) Mr. Bloke's Item (Mark Twain) The Man Who
Went Too Far (E. F. Benson) The Man With The Pale Eyes (Guy de Maupassant) . . .
"13" is a space opera that evokes Heavy Metal in its sexuality, innovation, and flat-out strangeness. In a future beset by
poverty and subjugation, the privileged live in orbital penthouses and use the underclasses for parts. One young man has
his arms taken from him and undertakes an epic journey to become whole.
A carnival of nightmares awaits...A cab ride to an infamous cemetery takes a sinister turn when the passengers discover
they may be the graveyard's next residents. Fun and games unleash evil beyond imagination when a young couple rolls
the dice of a board game from hell. And a treasure hunt turns deadly when a pair of explorers discover what's really
hiding deep in the woods... Step right up, and prepare to scream with delight! Scare Street's latest collection of
supernatural horror is the main attraction. This diabolical tome is packed with fourteen tales of supernatural terror. It is
bursting at the seams, like a tiny car full of carnivorous clowns. So sit back, relax, and enjoy the show. Don't mind the
severed fingers in your cotton candy or the blood stains on your seat. And whatever you do, don't pet the snarling beasts.
The show must go on! And once you enter this dazzling circus of nightmares and dark fantasy, the terror never ends...
This volume features the following stories: 1. The Ash Collector by Amanda Cecelia Lang 2. Don't Scream by Renee
Miller 3. The Shatter Box by Paul O'Neill 4. Aokigahara by Matthew McKiernan 5. The Steepest Fare by John Cady 6.
Foster Parents by Matthew A. Clarke 7. The Treasure in the Woods by Oliver C. Seneca 8. Stingers and Scratches by
Matt Bliss 9. The Scent of Decay by Madison Estes 10. Waiting Out the Storm by Mike Schuhler 11. The Thackery Tree
by Kristen Reid 12. The Bowels of Hell by Kris Ashton 13. Lester's Locket by Carl Hughes 14. A Hand of Glory by Ron
Ripley
"Matt Drabble is a name that will one day be as widely recognized as Stephen King & Dean Koontz" - READERS
FAVORITE From the author of "Asylum - 13 Tales of Terror" an Amazon Horror/Anthology Chart #1, "Gated" & "AbraCadaver" comes volume two of a new horror anthology, 10 full length short stories of horror, murder, mystery and the
macabre."More proof that Matt is a master of the short horror story ...the quality of writing never diminishes ... If this is
your first experience with Matt's horror, welcome to the fan club" READERS' FAVORITEZombies, Vampires and
monsters of a more human variety. Every story with a twist in the tail and a dagger to the heart. Here are 10 new tales to
read with the light on.TALE #1 - "Safe House"TALE #2 - "Love Bites"TALE #3 - "Commission"TALE #4 - "Petard
Hoisting"TALE #5 - "Airwaves"TALE #6 - "Different shit same day"TALE #7 - "Last Stand"TALE #8 - "The Agency"TALE
#9 - "Overdue"TALE #10 - "Three's a crowd"You might also like to check out other works of mine including a sequel to
"Gated" out now "Gated II: Ravenhill Academy""Asylum - 13 Tales of Terror" a Horror/Anthology Chart #1 & voted #5 on
The Horror Novel Review's Top 10 books of 2013"Abra-Cadaver" 24 years ago they locked him away. Now something's
heading home with a whole new bag of tricks" Winner of an Indie Book of the Day award.you can find more
information:Website:mattdrabble.comTwitter: MattDrabble01Facebook:matt.drabble.3
Get ready for a vacation straight out of your nightmares… A cabin in the woods hides a deadly secret from a pair of
criminals on the run. Play time takes a demonic turn when a child discovers a hellish portal in the snow-covered
playground. And a satanic cult turns a family vacation into a living nightmare… Take a trip into the netherworld with Scare
Street’s latest collection of diabolical horror. Fourteen terrifying tales lurk within this new volume—more than enough to
keep you occupied as you voyage deep into the shadows. But before you set off on your journey, make sure you’ve
packed the essentials. Flashlight? Check. Salt? Check. Iron? Check. You never know what awaits as you travel the back
roads at night. But one thing is certain: the spirits are eager for you to arrive at your final destination. And they’re all just
dying to meet you… This volume features the following short stories: 1. Heisters’ Haunt by Peter Cronsberry 2. The Thing
That Lives in the Playground by Jackson Robinson 3. Pathétique by Drew Starling 4. The Glowering Pines by Stephen
Thorn 5. The Form Outside the Window by Radar DeBoard 6. Brillante and the Terror of the Mound by Scott Harper 7.
Arrival by Barbara Herrera 8. Jacob and His Piano Teacher by Yoli Ramazzina 9. As the Crow Flies by Krystal Lawrence
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10. Mr. Stitcher by Sadie Gibson 11. The Dark by Peter Glassborow 12. 121 Ash Street by John Gallant 13. Daddy's
Brave Little Soldier by Wade Hunter 14. Books and Broken Glass by Ron Ripley
From the bestselling author of "Gated" a UK Horror Chart #4 and "Asylum - 13 Tales of Terror" a UK & US
Horror/Anthology Chart #1. "Abra-Cadaver" & "After Darkness Falls 1 & 2""Gated II: Ravenhill Academy is as good a
suspense thriller as any written by the big name authors. Indeed, it could serve as the Indie Publishing Poster Child"
READERS' FAVORITE"If you read Gated & loved it, then I know you will enjoy this book. The ending leaves us with an
opening for a third book which I'm sure is what you want!" HORROR NOVEL REVIEWSIt has been 10 years since the
events in the small picturesque town of Eden. Lives were forever altered as two newcomers found the courage to peek
behind the curtain and bring Tolan Christian's reign to a violent end as the town burned around them.No-one was more
affected than Sarah-Jane Mears. The once bubbly ball of good nature is now a shadow of the former woman she used to
be. After travelling to try and find a new home she has eventually settled in Northern England. She has taken a teaching
position at Ravenhill Academy, an exclusive private school.But now there is a new student who has just transferred. A
young American boy who is strangely familiar and oddly charismatic. As the school breaks for the Christmas holidays the
harsh winter weather has cut them off from the outside world. Sarah is starting to learn that Ravenhill is an old building
seemingly with a life and an energy of its own, one that is slowly stirring.She is going to realise that not all lessons are
learnt in the classroom and that some secrets won't stay buried
Masters of Horror A selection of some of the finest horror writers of today were invited by Matt Shaw to bring him their twisted tales for this
anthology. A book put together with the sole purpose of reminding readers what the horror genre is really about. Each author was told they
could write about any subject matter they wanted so long as it was set in a world of horror. The only rule they had: No Paranormal Romance.
Vampires do not sparkle, werewolves do not date, Witches do not scour Tinder for Virgins and ghosts do not declare their undying love whilst
tidying the apartment... This is horror... Featuring work from: Introduction- Matt Shaw Brian Lumley - The Cyprus Shell Ramsey CampbellAgain Sam West- Survival J R Park - Mary Peter McKeirnon- Doll Face Andrew Freudenberg- A Taste of Mercy Mason Sabre - Chocolate
Shaun Hutson- The Contract Anton Palmer- Dead-Eyed Dick Wrath James White- Beast Mode Shane McKenzie- Dewey Davenport Tonia
Brown - Zolem Graeme Reynolds- The Pit Adam L.G. Nevill- Hippocampus Gary McMahon- You Can Go Now Ryan Harding - Down There
Matt Shaw - Letter From Hell Matt Hickman- Eye For An Eye Daniel Marc Chant - Three Black Dogs Amy Cross- Checkout Kit Power- Loco
Parentis Adam Millard - In The Family Guy N. Smith - The Priest Hole Jaime Johnesee- Just Breathe Craig Saunders- Raintown Sam Michael
Bray - The End Is Where You'll Find It Jeff Strand- Don't Make Fun Of The Haunted House Mark Cassell - Trust Issues Paul Flewitt- The
Silent Invader Clare Riley Whitfield- The Clay Man Jim Goforth- Animus Brian Lumley - The Deep-Sea Conch Chris Hall- Afterword
With the aid of a handheld portal device, our reckless young heroine Najimi and her friend Tayge soon find themselves back on her
homeworld of Waniokai, in a deadly standoff with her black sheep older half-sister Rak'entha!Asuka has been recruited by the Urlu to aid
them in defeating an old Confederation plot which resulted in the assassination of Queen Banaii, and Najimi's disappearance. Najimi's
younger sister Princess Regent Banara schemes and manipulates events to their greatest advantage.Three Royal sisters struggle for the
throne of Waniokai--but only ONE can be...THE RIGHTFUL QUEEN.
In 1968, the world experienced a brand-new kind of terror with the debut of George A. Romero’s landmark movie Night of the Living Dead.
The newly dead rose to attack the living. Not as vampires or werewolves. This was something new . . . and terrifying. Since then, zombies
have invaded every aspect of popular culture. But it all started on that dreadful night in a remote farmhouse. . . . Nights of the Living Dead
returns to that night, to the outbreak, to where it all began. New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Maberry teams with the godfather of
the living dead himself, George A. Romero, to present a collection of all-new tales set during the forty-eight hours of that legendary outbreak.
Nights of the Living Dead includes stories by some of today’s most important writers: Brian Keene, Carrie Ryan, Chuck Wendig, Craig E.
Engler, David J. Schow, David Wellington, Isaac Marion, Jay Bonansinga, Joe R. Lansdale, John A. Russo, John Skipp, Keith R.A.
DeCandido, Max Brallier, Mike Carey, Mira Grant, Neal and Brenda Shusterman, and Ryan Brown. Plus original stories by Romero and
Maberry! For anyone who loves scary stories, take a bite out of this!
From an early age, we are taught to fear the unknown; to be afraid of what we do not understand. You're about to discover that what you do
know can not only hurt you, but can scare you to death! The award winning horror fiction podcast has gathered thirteen amazingly talented
authors from around the world to explore the very notion that learning about the unknown can have terrifying results. Step inside, kiddies... It's
story time at The Wicked Library
Collects twenty-four horror graphic novels, including tales about a haunted farm, Victorian revenge, and monsters from beyond the grave.
13 has always been unlucky. But now it's turned deadly... Darkness has fallen. Real and unseen, evil is out there. Waiting. Watching. Biding
its time. It might be your neighbor, your best friend-or something much, much worse. It might be the shadow itself. It will hunt you down when
you least expect it. It will talk to you in the quiet hours of the morning and follow your footsteps when you're alone. It's chosen you...and it
always gets what it wants. 13 dark tales await you. Ready to bring your worst childhood nightmares to life, to push you to the brink, and make
you question your every decision... The circus. Your beloved carnival rides. That mom and pop motel you pass every day on your way to
work. They'll never look innocent again. Because they're not. No one and nothing can be trusted. Not even yourself. Are you ready to take the
ultimate dare? To spin the devil's wheel? Be careful... 13 will get you every time.
Another dark tome of terror to follow in the footsteps of our wildly successful Gothic Fantasy, deluxe edition short story compilations, Ghosts,
Horror, Science Fiction, Murder Mayhem and Crime & Mystery. Contains a fabulous mix of classic and brand new writing, with budding new
authors from around the world.
Tonight’s forecast calls for terror… Survivors trapped in a sunken vessel find themselves hunted through the depths by a deadly adversary. A
skeptical journalist discovers the sinister inhabitants of a fake haunted house are all too real. And a husband commits murder to protect his
wife, only to learn he has created something even more dangerous… A dark and stormy night of terror awaits in Scare Street’s latest bonechilling collection. This sinister volume contains fourteen tales of terror and supernatural horror. And each story brings you deeper into the
dark realm of nightmares. As you devour each tale with morbid delight, black clouds roll across the sky. Thunder rumbles in the distance, and
jagged lightning screams above. Be sure to close the window. You wouldn’t want to let the storm inside. After all, this is perfect weather for
ghosts and ghouls to roam the night… This volume features the following stories: 1. A Sinking Feeling by Warren Benedetto 2. The Winter
Cabin by Nate Lock 3. How to Make a Troll by Andrew Jensen 4. Mistress Edge’s House of Horrors by P. L. McMillan 5. Groundhog Day by
John Wayne Comunale 6. Into the Shadows by B. D. Prince 7. The Rancher by Al Hagan 8. Trial by Water by Renee Miller 9. Sugar Day by
Peter Cronsberry 10. A Cold Day in Helheim by Kohl Neal 11. Testing Times by Kris Ashton 12. Coming Home to Mansion Hill by C. B.
Channell 13. The Backward Man by Caleb Stephens 14. Dead Dogs and Murdered Men by Ron Ripley
Number 13 - lucky for horror fans! This award-winning anthology series has now reached its thirteenth spectacular volume and to mark the
event, Steve Jones has chosen only the very best short stories and novellas by today's finest exponents of the horror genre. Contributors to
this volume include: Gala Blau, Ramsey Campbell, Dennis Etchison, Charles Grant, Glen Hirshberg, Chico Kidd, Nancy Kilpatrick, Paul J.
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McAuley, Conrad Williams. Also featuring the most comprehensive overview of the year, a fascinating necrology and a list of useful contacts,
this is the one book that all lovers of the supernatural and psychological terror will want on their shelves.
DEATH "Noun: the action or fact of dying or being killed; the end of the life of a person or organism." It's the only certain thing in life. A
journey every living creature is forced to take. It cannot be eluded, and there's no escaping its fatal claws. It's the one constant in every
religion that cannot be proved wrong...death will find everyone. But what if death is not the end? What if it's only the beginning? Stories of the
living dead have been told through the centuries. Some of us want to believe, and some of us are too afraid to face the truth that sometimesjust sometimes-the dead never leave. This is a collection of stories bound to make you question every belief, filling in the blanks of the
unknown. Whether it's the woman scorned finally given a chance for revenge after death, or an evil force trapping generations of a single
family in a home for eternity-these are the deadly tales told from the grave. Do not think it's over when the Grim Reaper comes to call. Death
is not the final masquerade. 13 is Resurrected... Are you afraid?
Your worst nightmares stalk you from the shadows… Polluted waters unleash a bloodthirsty terror in a small Ontario town. A father and
daughter seek sanctuary in an old village church, only to discover that evil knows no bounds. And insanity plagues a young girl, as she
struggles to prove the monster in her basement is not a figment of her imagination… Evil is unleashed in Scare Street’s latest bone-chilling
collection of supernatural horror. Fourteen tales of terror lurk within this new volume—more than enough to give even the bravest soul a
reason to fear the night. As your eyes flutter open, you can still see dark images in your mind… Horrifying monsters, demons, and ghouls with
a hunger for human flesh. You could hear their cries, feel their razor-sharp claws against your skin. But was it real? Or was it just another bad
dream? Then you hear footsteps in the shadows beyond your bed. And a hungry howl echoes through the night once more. A chill runs down
your spine. Because this time, the nightmare is real. And it’s getting closer… This bone-chilling supernatural collection contains: 1. The
Metamorphosis by Angelique Fawns 2. The Churchyard Grim by Warren Benedetto 3. In the Pale Blue Light by J. Z. Pitts 4. Josephine's
Darlings by K. D. Bowers 5. Last Dance by Sean Goulding 6. Elias Loch by D. M. Woolston 7. Eddie by Sinéad McCabe 8. The Rustle of
Autumn Leaves by Bryson Tuckerman 9. Mirror, Mirror on the Wall by Carl Hughes 10. Black Mold by Stuart Hardy 11. Awash by Dominick
Cancilla 12. Cicada's Song by Holley Cornetto 13. The Cats in the Walls by Thomas C. Mavroudis 14. In Rose Hall by Ron Ripley
Stop Signs in the Dark is an anthology of 13 horror flash fiction / short fiction stories that are about how the mundane can easily be
transformed into something terrifying. Similar to stop signs in the dark, these stories capture moments of ordinary people having their normal
lives turn towards the bizarre and disturbing.
A collection of illustrated horror comic strips (some humorous) and written short stories.
They're watching you. They see the way you clutch your blanket. They smell the sweat trickling down your back. They hear the fear pulsing
through your veins...and they love it. This is a collection of stories about what really hides beneath your bed, watching, waiting, listening to
every breath you take. It's about the creatures that come out to play on the full moon, and the things that wake at the devil's hour. Are you
ready to find out what really goes bump in the night? The true reason behind your midnight tremors? You'd better be. 13 is back-and it's
brought Night Terrors.
Nightfall is the prime time for terror...In the jungles of Vietnam, Hell on earth awaits a troop of unsuspecting GIs. A greedy gravedigger faces
deadly repercussions for stealing from the dead. And love comes with a terrible price when a lonely woman turns to a witch to fulfill her
heart's desires... Plunge into darkness with Scare Street's new collection of bone-chilling terror. This demonic volume contains thirteen
sinister tales of supernatural horror. Enough to keep you reading into the darkest hours of the night. Things look different in the moonlight.
The branches of a tree become a monster's claws. The shadows around your window seem like wraiths, rising from the underworld. And the
space beneath your bed becomes the perfect spot for a snarling beast to hide... But don't worry. Soon the sun will rise, and everything will go
back to normal. Assuming you make it through the night... This collection contains: 1. Search and Destroy by Richard Beauchamp 2. As Seen
from Above by Dustin Walker 3. The Gravedigger by Daniel J. Bickley 4. Cuckoo, Cherry Tree by R.G. Evans 5. The Sanction by Damir
Salkovic 6. The Old Man's Neighbor by Gordon Dunleavy 7. The Witch of the Woods by Jamie Zaccaria 8. ?suzumebachi by Matthew
McKiernan 9. With Lying Tongues, With Words of Hatred by Spencer Koelle 10. Silver Maples by Tim Jeffreys 11. The Strange Journey of
James Booth by Justin Boote 12. The Summer with No Tourists by Alethea Avery 13. Children's Home by Ron Ripley
The iconic anthology series of horror tales that's now a feature film! Scary Stories 3 is a timeless collection of chillingly scary tales and
legends, in which folklorist Alvin Schwartz offers up some of the most alarming tales of horror, dark revenge, and supernatural events of all
time. Available for the first time as an ebook, Stephen Gammell’s artwork from the original Scary Stories 3 appears in all its spooky glory.
Read if you dare! And don't miss Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark and More Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark!

It knows what scares you… A cursed mansion puts a curious house sitter’s free will to the ultimate test. An old polaroid camera
holds a monster that yearns to be released. And two brothers encounter a demonic force in the caverns just beyond town… Enter a
dreamscape of supernatural terror with Scare Street’s latest collection. This diabolical volume contains fifteen terrifying tales of
fear and horror. And each story pulls you deeper into the realm of perpetual night. There’s something eerily familiar about the
shadowy landscape you find yourself in. The crumbling old house on the hill, the pale fog rolling through the cemetery, the stone
gargoyles perched above ancient tombs…you swear you’ve been here before. But as your breath quickens and your heart beats
faster, you realize this is no déjà vu. Something has pierced your consciousness and delved into your darkest nightmares. The
spirits have brought your greatest fears to life. And now, they’re hunting you through the darkness… This bone-chilling
supernatural collection contains: 1. Down the Stairs by Lewis Brett Smiler 2. Polaroid by Tim Sturk 3. Feline Instinct by Justin
Boote 4. Mother Spook by Elin Olausson 5. Review: The Let of Dark by Benjamin Gardner 6. Satan's Harley by Brian Malachy
Quinn 7. Shadows of Time by Bradley Walker 8. The White Suits by Richard Beauchamp 9. The Moaning Caverns by Karl Melton
10. The Thing in the Dark by Faith Pierce 11. This Time of Night by Bill Davidson 12. The Black Pumpkin by Mike Weitz 13. The
Lightning Dwellers by Michael Maguire 14. The Detective by J. M. White 15. Reading a New Book by Ron Ripley
A carnival of nightmares awaits… A cab ride to an infamous cemetery takes a sinister turn when the passengers discover they may
be the graveyard’s next residents. Fun and games unleash evil beyond imagination when a young couple rolls the dice of a board
game from hell. And a treasure hunt turns deadly when a pair of explorers discover what’s really hiding deep in the woods… Step
right up, and prepare to scream with delight! Scare Street’s latest collection of supernatural horror is the main attraction. This
diabolical tome is packed with fourteen tales of supernatural terror. It is bursting at the seams, like a tiny car full of carnivorous
clowns. So sit back, relax, and enjoy the show. Don’t mind the severed fingers in your cotton candy or the blood stains on your
seat. And whatever you do, don’t pet the snarling beasts. The show must go on! And once you enter this dazzling circus of
nightmares and dark fantasy, the terror never ends… This volume features the following stories: 1. The Ash Collector by Amanda
Cecelia Lang 2. Don't Scream by Renee Miller 3. The Shatter Box by Paul O'Neill 4. Aokigahara by Matthew McKiernan 5. The
Steepest Fare by John Cady 6. Foster Parents by Matthew A. Clarke 7. The Treasure in the Woods by Oliver C. Seneca 8.
Stingers and Scratches by Matt Bliss 9. The Scent of Decay by Madison Estes 10. Waiting Out the Storm by Mike Schuhler 11.
The Thackery Tree by Kristen Reid 12. The Bowels of Hell by Kris Ashton 13. Lester's Locket by Carl Hughes 14. A Hand of Glory
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by Ron Ripley
"Matt Drabble is a name that will one day be as widely recognized as Stephen King & Dean Koontz" - READERS FAVORITEThe
third installment of the best selling and multi award winning Asylum series, a unique horror anthology with a linking story line
between the tales."Around and around we go from twisted story to another, ramping up the tension until it all comes crashing down
upon our heads. If you love horror stories too you need to check this book out." JBRONDERBOOKREVIEWS"Matt Drabble hits
another one out of the park! Drabble is the master of his genre, that being the genre of horror.These gritty, edge-of-your-seat
thrillers are rich in terror, featuring beautifully textured character development and a melodic flow of verbiage that approaches
poetry. Go grab this book and read it, post haste!" HOGWASH"well written and intriguing. For horror fans...this book is for you!"
REECASPIECES.COMIt begins with an enticing invitation, a private preview for the first guaranteed haunted house tourist
attraction.Skeptical minds brought together in a building steeped in a bloody history, all with their own dark secrets to protect.It had
been a long time since this building was a private hospital and housed the most dangerous and deranged minds. Now it has a new
owner and a new purposeIt is a house that feeds on darkness and only attracts the very worst in humanity. Stone floors and walls
that have witnessed the brutality of man and has blood seeped into its very foundations.The doors are open and the rooms are
ready to receive its first guests and their darkest secrets, welcome to Crowtree Manor.Other Books by Matt DrabbleABRACADAVER "24 years ago they locked him away. Now something's heading home with a whole new bag of tricks" The 2017
Readers Favorite Silver Medal winner for Horror Fiction. Winner of an Indie Book of the Day award, a 2015 Kindle Book Review
Finalist and the 2016 Book Excellence Awards winner for Horror Fiction. (free Kindle version available)DOUBLE VISIONS "sometimes when you stare into the darkness, something stares back" " (free kindle version available)GRAVE ROBBERS "they
can't give you the death penalty if you're already dead"THE LAST RESORT "They promised a holiday you'd never forget, they
weren't wrong"THE MONTAGUE PORTRAIT - "art appreciation can be murder"THE TRAVELLING MAN "be careful what you wish
for." Winner of a prestigious Indie Book of the Day Award.THE GATED TRILOGY a UK & US Horror Chart Top 10 best seller, the
2015 Readers Favorite Gold Medal Winner for Horror Fiction & the 2014 Full Moon Awards Horror Book of the year.ASYLUM - 13
TALES OF TERROR is an Amazon US Horror Chart #5 best seller, voted #5 on The Horror Novel Review's Top 10 Books of 2013
and is a 2014 Readers Favorite Gold Medal winner.ASYLUM II - 13 MORE TALES OF TERROR the 2016 Readers Favorite Silver
Medal winner for Anthology Fiction.AFTER DARKNESS FALLS - Volumes 1 & 2 - a new horror anthology collectionyou can find
more information:Website: mattdrabble.comTwitter: MattDrabble01Facebook: matt.drabble.3
It's prime time for terror...We're all afraid of things that go bump in the night. Shadows in the graveyard, wind moaning through the
trees, a creaking door in a sinister old house. There are things hiding in the darkness. And sometimes, what you can't see can
definitely hurt you... Scare Street is proud to present Night Terrors volumes 1 - 3 in a single collection. A menagerie of macabre
nightmares, featuring thirty-nine tales of supernatural horror for your reading pleasure. Prepare yourself for an onslaught of fear
and terror unlike any other. Because when this many nightmares come together to stalk you through the shadows, the light of day
seems like a distant memory. And the darkness of night may never end... Volume 1: 1. Cool Air by Peter Cronsberry 2. The
Presentation by Tarphy W. Horn 3. The Homeowner's Guide to Sanity by K. M. McKenzie 4. Retrospective: Florne's Ghost by Emil
Pellim 5. 7734 by Ryan Benson 6. Aisle 3 by Rosie O'Carroll 7. Pumpkin Patch by C. B. Channell 8. The Third Father by A. M.
Todd 9. Troop 94's Last Scouting Trip by Karl Melton 10. Play It, Win It, Kill It by J. M. White 11. Satan's Town by Bob Johnston
12. Everything as It Was by Warren Benedetto 13. Summer Camp by Ron Ripley Volume 2: 1. Live Bait by Jude Reid 2. The
Hungry Worm by Michael D. Nye 3. The Magician Needs a Volunteer by Matt Brandenburg 4. Lab Incident, 1947 by Martin Zeigler
5. A House Divided by M. B. Vujacic 6. Sundown and Shadows by Michelle Tang 7. The Old Coach Inn by Kris Ashton 8. Ashes to
Ashes by Robert Douglas 9. Folie-a-Deux by Gina Easton 10. Do Something Funny by Clark Boyd 11. Fertile Soil by Brian Sperl
12. Night Dive by Drew Starling 13. Home Sick by Ron Ripley Volume 3: 1. Search and Destroy by Richard Beauchamp 2. As
Seen from Above by Dustin Walker 3. The Gravedigger by Daniel J. Bickley 4. Cuckoo, Cherry Tree by R. G. Evans 5. The
Sanction by Damir Salkovic 6. The Old Man's Neighbor by Gordon Dunleavy 7. The Witch of the Woods by Jamie Zaccaria 8.
?suzumebachi by Matthew McKiernan 9. With Lying Tongues, With Words of Hatred by Spencer Koelle 10. Silver Maples by Tim
Jeffreys 11. The Strange Journey of James Booth by Justin Boote 12. The Summer with No Tourists by Alethea Avery 13.
Children's Home by Ron Ripley
You hold in your hands stories of horror, mayhem, and the macabre. Springer Mountain Press presents the Summer Slasher
Horror Anthology, which offers sixteen frightening stories from some of the freshest voices in horror writing. You'll find unspeakable
evil lurking deep within a mineshaft, a television broadcasting your worst nightmares, a knife-wielding killer stalking a summer
camp, and many more terrifying tales. Read at your own risk, for what you'll find on these pages is sure to haunt you long after
summertime is over.
"Matt Drabble is a name that will one day be as widely recognized as Stephen King & Dean Koontz" - READERS FAVORITEfrom
the award winning & best selling author of "Gated", "Abra-Cadaver", "Asylum - 13 Tales of Terror" and "After Darkness Falls"
comes a new journey into horror.The small desert town of Granton is a typical slow boiling pot of unfulfilled hopes and dreams.
Every hard working day is much like any other here where little ever changes.Sheriff Cassie Wheeler runs a tight ship in the
tradition of her late father. There is little serious crime to trouble her department, save for the local miners' occasional rowdiness
after payday.But Granton has its share of secrets hiding behind twitching curtains and small town folks often have the biggest of
ambitions.Now the long dusty road into town has brought with it a stranger. A man of elegance calling himself Gilbert Grange has
arrived. He brings with him a bag full of dreams and a silver tongue of promise. He can give you whatever you desire, all you have
to do is sign on the dotted line.The residents of Granton are about to discover that dreams can come at a terrible price, and you
should always be careful what you wish for.also available:"Gated I & II" a UK Horror Chart #4 best seller"Asylum - 13 Tales of
Terror" an Amazon UK & US Horror/Anthology Chart #1 & voted #5 on The Horror Novel Review's Top 10 Books of 2013"AbraCadaver" 24 years ago they locked him away. Now something's heading home with a whole new bag of tricks Winner of an Indie
Book of the Day award."After Darkness Falls - Volumes 1 & 2" - a new horror anthology collectionyou can find more
information:Website: mattdrabble.comTwitter: MattDrabble01Facebook: matt.drabble.3
Creepy, atmospheric, disturbing stories to tingle your spine and send shivers across your skin. You will encounter ghosts,
vampires, zombies, dangerous animals and psychopaths. The horror is more eerie and psychological than visceral and gory.
However, the stories may not be suitable for young readers without parental guidance. PG 13. This book is a compilation of
volumes 1-5 of the Six Scary Tales books. It includes the acclaimed stories Burning and The Bridge Chamber. All stories have
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been previously published in magazines, ezines, collections and anthologies. British English. Stories in collection include: The
Devil You Know, Greywalker, Prophetess, Each Stone A Life, By Your Own Free Will, The Bridge Chamber, Only A Fool, Four
Bony Hands, The Black Boar, Double Rainbows, Druid Stones, Burning, Scruples, Seagulls, Night Train, Through the Tunnel,
Black Karma, Take Me To St. Roch's, Turkish Night, Never Leave Me, The Colour of Dishonour, Beltane, The Painted Staircase, I
Dived The Pandora, Terre Vert and Payne's Grey, They Say, Tuppence Special, Disturbed Sleep, Normal Considering the
Weather, Arete. The book contains twenty beautiful story illustrations by artist Jamie Chapman. British English.
When you turn out the lights, the terror begins… A young man returns home and discovers the monster he feared as a child may be
real after all. An accident in the shower traps an elderly woman in a nightmarish struggle for survival. And when a ghost hunter
investigates the death of his lover, he learns that a local ghost story may hide a sinister grain of truth… Nightmares slither from the
shadows in Scare Street’s latest spine-tingling collection. Thirteen tales of the macabre await in this chilling new volume—a neverending stream of ghosts, ghouls, and other horrors to haunt your dreams. Can you hear them in the darkness, creeping closer to
your bed? The horrifying whispers of undead souls, the wet splash of tentacles writhing across the floor, and the soft rustle of
something tugging at your bed sheets… Don’t worry. It’s probably just your imagination playing tricks on you, as you devour one
terrifying tale after another. After all, there’s no such thing as monsters. But perhaps it’s best to turn the lights back on, just in
case… This volume features the following stories: 1. The Windman by Nika Župan 2. Meeting Death by Justin Boote 3. One Ghost
Turned Deserves Another by Chisto Healy 4. A Slide Infinite by Caleb Stephens 5. The Culling by Melissa Burkley 6. The Other
Side of the Mirror by Stephen Johnson 7. A Nice Place for Dogs by C. I. I. Jones 8. Sister Steals Fire by S. R. Worman 9.
Sweetheart by Bryson Tuckerman 10. Duplex by S. E. Denton 11. Dendrites in Her Eyes by Irina Slav 12. The Cat and the
Crawlspace by J. Herrera Kamin 13. Elsbeth’s Promise by Ron Ripley
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